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Author’s response to reviews: see over
The Editor,

Journal of Medical Case Report,

Dear Sir,

RE- THE USE OF INTRA-ANTRAL APPLICATION OF ANTIFUNGAL AGENT IN THE TREATMENT OF RECURRENT MAXILLARY FUNGAL RHINOSINUSITIS: CASE REPORT.

We wish to submit the corrected form of the above titled manuscript to your highly esteemed journal. We the authors of the above titled article have gone through the reviewer’s comment and have done the following and all in blue.

1st reviewer’s comments noted. 2nd reviewer’s comments are addressed below

1. The short form of yr has been changed to year on line 1 in the abstract and case report.

2. The conclusion of the abstract and the main article have been adjusted to the reviewer’s request by removing “we concluded”.

3. The keywords have also been adjusted and the last semi colon removed and replaced with a full stop.

4. Spacing have been put after figure into the manuscript

5. Footnote have been inserted into each figures

6. CT Scan quality have been improved

7. Labeling of the figure have been checked

Thank you in anticipation

Yours Faithfully,

Signed

Dr O.A. Afolabi

(Correspondence author)